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ABSTRACT 
Undersea fiber optic cables make the web worldwide. The main advantage of underwater optical fiber communication is the 
reliability of under cables. It is high due to extended repeater spacing. Submarine optical cable is the key component of the 
undersea optical system. Present paper discusses the various aspects of undersea optical telecommunications.   
Keywords: Optical fiber cables, undersea, submarine, communication, reliability. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Communication is playing a vital role in the life of human beings from the ancient time. The need to communicate 
creates a lot of advancement in communication system from time to time. Now a day people are connected world-wide 
through different communication links. The medium of these communication links could be space, air, surface or 
water. Satellite and underwater optical communication technologies are new advancements in this field. Satellite 
technology is a relatively new technology, whereas, the underwater optical technology is evolved over years and 
growing at a higher rate [1]. The internet brings us data from around the world almost instantly. The information may 
come from any part of the globe and arrives at the  place not from satellite but from cables that sit on the bottom of the 
ocean. The earth’s continents are connected with a web of undersea fiber optic cables that joins the world’s population 
centers. Anyone who surfs the international web or makes international phone calls on other continents uses undersea 
fiber optic cables. The potential of the optical fiber transmission to provide high capacity, reduced circuit cost and 
compatibility with digital networks makes it very attractive for submarine system [2].Undersea fiber optic cables make 
the web worldwide. Modern cable systems installed upto last year are capable of transmitting about 1000 Gbps over 
each fiber pair [3]. In this paper, the various aspects of the undersea optical telecommunication like methods to 
implement, advantages over existing communication systems, several design issues employing the optoelectronic 
components and various environmental conditions; and various other applications have been discussed under various 
subsections. 

2. METHODS OF IMPLEMENTATION 
There are several methods to implement the underwater optical communication. These are,  

 Reflection communication  
 Wireless optical communication 
 Submarine optical cable 

In reflection communication, the laser transmitter present in the node emits a cone of light in the upward direction and 
when the light will reach the ocean-air surface it will be reflected back. The sensor node receives the signal and 
transmits to a further population of nodes. The signal will propagate a large distance by these multiple hops [1]. The 
phenomenon of reflection communication undersea is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Phenomenon of Reflection Communication for undersea communication [1] 
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In wireless communication, an electro-optic modulator modulates a continuous wave (CW) laser at radio frequencies 
between 10-100MHz. Photomultiplier tube detect the return signal from the target and a coherent receiver demodulate 
it [1]. It is shown in figure 2 given below. 
 

  
Figure 2: Block Diagram of Submarine optical communication [1] 

 
Submarine optical cables are providing communication for nearly 150 years. The first cable laid under was a telegraph 
cable to connect North America to Europe in 1866 after 34 year since the invention of the telegraph. It took nearly 90 
years from the time to install a transatlantic telephone cable. Repeaters underwater communication system can be 
established with the help of submarine optical cable [2]. Underwater optical Communication employing Submarine 
Cable is shown in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Underwater optical Communication employing Submarine Cable [1] 

 
In a comparative study [1], it has been found that SNR value in Submarine cable system is highest due to least 
attenuations as compared to reflection and wireless modes of undersea optical communication. In terms of data rate, 
5.3Gbps is achieved with 22 channels of transmission whereas it was only 50Mbps and 400bps with single channel 
with reflection and wireless modes respectively. Moreover, sub-cable system supports transmission up-to 9000Km 
whereas it is only up-to few meters in other modes.   
Our main focus of this paper is underwater optical communication employing submarine optical cable which will be 
elaborated in the process.  

3. ADVANTAGES 
The main advantage of underwater optical fiber communication is that the reliability of under cables is high due to 
extended repeater spacing; especially when multiple paths are available in the event of a cable break. Also, the 
submarine cables can carry the data in terabits per second capacity, while satellites typically offer only megabits per 
second and display higher latency [1]. In submarine cable system, optical fiber is needed which combine low losses 
with low chromatic dispersion. It has a good mechanical strength for use in demanding environment [4, 5]. Optical 
underwater communication is an effective alternative to current underwater technology especially in some particular 
environments such as shallow, coastal and fresh inland water where the use of this approach is useful to overcome all 
the shortcomings related to the use of acoustic communication and to allow a wide adoption of underwater monitoring 
systems [6]. In this way, the submarine optical system is found advantageous in several aspects over the other optical 
systems. 
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4. DESIGN ISSUES 
Several problems are being encountered during the implantation of the submarine optical system. These are Chromatic 
Dispersion of the transmission fiber, Nonlinearities of transmission fiber, Optical Noise Accumulation, Polarization 
Dependent Loss, Polarization Hole Burning and Polarization Mode Dispersion. When the feasibility and reliability of 
underwater optical links are considered, the variations in the optical properties of ocean water leads to various 
interesting problems [1]. The practical operational requirements of submarine systems are rather different from those of 
land systems, and in consequence, the design constraints on specific parameters also differ [2].  

Reliability 
The network planners expect a high reliability as observed from the coexisting submarines. They wish to see the optical 
systems aim at least at same targets. They assume the low fault rate as of being two or three failures in the entire system 
life. The capital cost of planning, manufacturing, and laying a submarine cable system is so much greater than the 
annual running costs that there are considerable economic advantages in extending the life of a system for as long as is 
practical. This actually gives rise to the requirement for longevity.  The target reliability requirement is generally taken 
to apply to the submerged plant alone since special measures can be taken in shore based terminal equipment [2]. 
 
Physical environment 
The most obvious requirement of a deep-sea plant is that it must be capable of withstanding hydrostatic pressures. It is 
around 10,000psi at a depth of 4000 fathoms. It must also have tensile strength characteristics so that it can be layed 
and recovered. The latter operation results in a standing force with acyclic variation of several seconds. Also there is a 
little danger of mechanical damage from outside forces subject to the condition that care is taken to avoid areas prone to 
deep water currents of movement of earth’s crust [2].  
 
Fiber and Cable 
Fiber itself is a very broad issue in the design of a submarine optical system. It covers various aspects like the choice of 
parameters, fiber reliability and fiber splicing. Parameters of single mode fibers are selected with a view to meet several 
requirements at the wavelength of interest. These are low loss of primary coated fiber, low incremental loss due to 
cabling, low splice loss and low dispersion etc. For submarine applications, operating wavelength is likely to remain 
fixed during system life. It is taken into consideration as it would be uneconomic to recover a system to upgrade it later. 
The usage of the single mode fiber at 1550nm and 1300nm has been reported [2].  
It has been reported that the strength of fused fibers, with undamaged surfaces has been found to be 6000MPa 
corresponding to a breaking strain of about 8.5 percent.  But several factors are there that put limitations to achieve 
such strengths. These are fiber drawing temperature insufficiently high, air-borne particles impinging on the hot fiber 
during and inadequacies in fiber coatings [2]. 
Fiber splicing is also one of the important aspects to taken. It is required both at the cable manufacturer’s plant and at 
sea during installation or repair. In each case there is requirement for equipment capable of producing consistent, 
reliable, low loss splices by operators with average skills. Pressure balanced oil Filled wet mate connectors are widely 
recognized in various Oceanographic, Naval and Oilfield organizations. During the consideration of development there 
are three components to determine if a connector is suitable for use. They are price, functionality and reliability of these 
connectors [2, 7].  
The basic requirements in the design of the cable are the reduction of cabling loss, residual strain, pressure resisting 
housing, water blocking, steel wire strength member and it’s jointing [2]. 
 
Repeaters 
The repeater system is designed keeping in view that the level of accuracy is maintained as high as possible even if any 
of the supervisory units should fail. Different technologies are to taken under consideration regarding the repeater 
design. The most important is reliability. The reliability itself includes several factors like component reliability, 
component selection philosophy, reliability improvement and component screening. Regarding the transmitter, 
although initially 850nm lasers were reported but later on the 1300nm and 1550nm laser sources shows a lot 
improvement in performance. In the receiver section, APD showing a good performance hence reducing the number of 
amplifiers is being reported [2] in comparison with p-i-n detectors employed with several amplifiers.  
 
Connector 
The optical connectors enable connections and disconnections of optical systems underwater, providing connectivity for 
installation and maintenance purposes or for future system expansion, particularly as part of installed underwater 
optical communication hubs. Many operations have been performed on the submarine cables which are no longer in 
used to design the new technologies; designing of wet-mate connector is one of them [7]. 
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A connector is suitable for use or not is depend upon three factors: Price, Functionality, and Reliability. A volume 
production of connector would be cost effective. Most of the cost saving is done by operational saving, power saving, 
eliminating the need of electric converter. The main technical and operational advantages of connector are its 
functionality which is one may directly coupled fibers subsea; no conversions are needed [7].  
 

5. APPLICATIONS 
The application area of submarine optical system is not only limited to the communication. Frequent collection of the 
data like water temperature, specific conductivity, pH, turbidity, and possibly oxygen concentration can be made. It is 
also possible to perform pollution monitoring. Periodic delivery of data can be made possible by using a high data rate 
optical link. It reduces the time devoted to transmission and network congestion. Also, submarine optical sensing 
technology has provided the oil field industry with a fiber optic reservoir monitoring. A test of an optical fiber, in this 
regard is being carried out in the Gulf of Mexico. A prototype of optical system has successfully met the performance 
required for the deep water seabed systems upto 12kms with 2000 channels employing DWDM system. This 
performance is stable over environmental pressure and temperature, with pressures equivalent to 3000m depth [1, 9]. 
Some applications are briefly described below: 

Permanent Reservoir Monitoring 
The advancement in fiber optic sensing gives the rise to a new tool for fiber optic reservoir monitoring in the oilfield 
service industry .A fiber optic 4-Component (4C) permanent seabed cable has been successfully demonstrated in the 
Gulf of Mexico. The traditional technology used in the oil field are replacing by optical sensor based systems. The 
sensor stations are attached to the fiber cable after a significant distance. This is done by extracting the fibers and 
fusion spliced to sensors in the station [9]. 

 

Lighthouse’s Seismic Tsunami Early Warning System 
The system was designed to keep the goal of delivery of real time seismic and ocean pressure data that are suitable for 
use by regional warning centers. The Larger earthquakes that occur underwater are the basic reason behind tsunamis. It 
causes a larger vertical displacement of the sea surface. Pressure sensor is used; since seismic waves travels 35 times 
faster than tsunami waves through water. So, it is capable of identifying that a large earthquake has occurred provides 
maximum time possible to issue a tsunami watch (alert) and evacuate the most vulnerable low lying areas. The system 
is providing the public with reassurance by not issuing false positives which reduces the public’s faith in the system 
because it provides both the maximum amount of warning time possible and confirmation of a tsunami [7]. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In context of the undersea telecommunications, it has been reported from the literature [1-9] that optical fibers have 
been found of much great importance and advancement in this field. With the experience from previous experiments 
and new scientific researches we can connect the world in customize manner with ease installation of better reliable 
and higher bandwidth cables. Optical fibers have been found of much great importance and advancement in this field. 
Once the cable system was of fixed standard but now they are configurable, expandable, and repairable by 
demonstrating their feasibility.  
With better scientific approach the cables are helping us to better understand the oceans and seafloor environmental 
conditions. It is proposed that the performance of the submarine optical systems can be enhanced with longer distance 
and more number of channels by employing different transmission systems. Submarine cables also used for other 
purposes then underwater telecommunication such as reservoir monitoring. So with more advance system we can 
implement the submarine cable for different underwater system. 
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